Community Film Screening Kit

3 Easy Steps to Plan Your DVAM Community Screening and Critical Discussion!

**STEP 1: ENLIST ANY PARTNERS AND PICK YOUR FILM**

Are you interested in partnering with us to host a film screening for DVAM?

When possible, partner with members of the broader community! Community partners can assist in securing a venue, providing refreshments and/or screening equipment (computer, projector, speakers), or for getting the word out to a wider audience!

Find resources to engage co-sponsors at: http://ccadv.org/community-film/

*For licensing questions, go to http://ccadv.org/community-film/

**STEP 2: FIND A LOCATION AND SPREAD THE WORD**

If your organization doesn't have the space, try a nearby church, library, or even outside (all you'll need is a white wall or sheet, and a nice level ground for lawn chairs).

(Don't forget the popcorn!)

Hosting a #DVAMColorado film screening on Oct 25. RSVP to our event page (link)

Film Screening and Fundraiser to support local DV program on October 17. Check out our FB event page for more info!

**STEP 3: WATCH, DISCUSS, AND SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON SOCIAL MEDIA**

How does Hollywood influence our perceptions of what the “norm” is in a relationship? Are any unhealthy behaviors in this film portrayed as romantic or desirable?

If you could rewrite one scene or relationship, what would you do differently? Think about replacing unhealthy behaviors with healthy behaviors. What outcomes change?

As a viewer, did you identify any warning signs of unhealthy relationships throughout the film?

#DVAMColorado

How did the characters make choices around laying blame on others for their experiences?

Did you identify offensive gendered language characters?

What overall message do you think the writer/director was intending to send by telling this story?

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND RESOURCES FOR YOUR COMMUNITY FILM SCREENING, VISIT: HTTP://CCADV.ORG/COMMUNITY-FILM/